As a small mass star evolves up the RGB, the outer convective envelope expands inward and penetrates into the CN-cycle processed interior regions (first dredge-up). Some further mixing is possible in the latest phases of the RGB (see Charbonnel 1995: C95), when the advancing H-burning shell reaches the chemical discontinuity left behind by the receding convective envelope. Thereafter, no mean molecular weight gradient is present between the convective envelope and the near vicinity of the shell, and is possible that circulation currents give rise to further mixing.
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Mixing along the Red Giant Branch (RGB)
As a small mass star evolves up the RGB, the outer convective envelope expands inward and penetrates into the CN-cycle processed interior regions (first dredge-up). Some further mixing is possible in the latest phases of the RGB (see Charbonnel 1995: C95) , when the advancing H-burning shell reaches the chemical discontinuity left behind by the receding convective envelope. Thereafter, no mean molecular weight gradient is present between the convective envelope and the near vicinity of the shell, and is possible that circulation currents give rise to further mixing.
Here we test this scenario presenting abundances for Fe, Li, C, N, O for about 60 metal-poor (−2 <[Fe/H]< −1) field stars in different evolutionary stages. Details of the analysis will be given in a forthcoming paper. The main results of our study are presented in Figure 1 , where abundances as a function of luminosity are shown.
There are two distinct mixing/dilution episodes along the RGB evolution of small mass field stars: 1) the first dredge-up follows canonical predictions (see e.g. C95). This is quite clear in the pattern shown by elements and isotopic ratios in E. CARRETTA ET AL. 2) a second mixing episode occurs when the star becomes brighter than the RGB bump (and the molecular weight barrier is canceled) at log L/L ⊙ ∼ 2, again in agreement with predictions by C95. Most of the remaining Li is destroyed, 12 C abundance further decreases by a factor ∼ 2, and 12 C/ 13 C ratio raises to ∼ 6. These values are observed also in the following evolutionary phase (RHB and early AGB) O and Na abundances in bright RGB and HB field stars are similar to those observed in unevolved stars. Field stars do not display any signature of the Na-O anticorrelation seen amongst globular cluster giants (see e.g. Kraft 1994 ).
